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The Revolution that Failed
2020-03-05

a theoretical analysis and historical investigation of the cold war
nuclear arms race that challenges the nuclear revolution

The Revolution
2008-04-30

this much is true you have been lied to the government is expanding
taxes are increasing more senseless wars are being planned inflation is
ballooning our basic freedoms are disappearing the founding fathers didn
t want any of this in fact they said so quite clearly in the
constitution of the united states of america unfortunately that
beautiful ingenious and revolutionary document is being ignored more and
more in washington if we are to enjoy peace freedom and prosperity once
again we absolutely must return to the principles upon which america was
founded but finally there is hope in the revolution texas congressman
and presidential candidate ron paul has exposed the core truths behind
everything threatening america from the real reasons behind the collapse
of the dollar and the looming financial crisis to terrorism and the loss
of our precious civil liberties in this book ron paul provides answers
to questions that few even dare to ask despite a media blackout this
septuagenarian physician turned congressman sparked a movement that has
attracted a legion of young dedicated enthusiastic supporters a
phenomenon that has amazed veteran political observers and made more
than one political rival envious candidates across america are already
running as ron paul republicans dr paul cured my apathy says a popular
campaign sign the revolution may cure yours as well

Revolution of 1861
2012

the revolution of 1861

Writing the Revolution
2022-11-15

a close reading of wikipedia s article on the egyptian revolution
reveals the complexity inherent in establishing the facts of events as
they occur and are relayed to audiences near and far wikipedia bills
itself as an encyclopedia built on neutrality authority and crowd
sourced consensus platforms like google and digital assistants like siri
distribute wikipedia s facts widely further burnishing its veneer of
impartiality but as heather ford demonstrates in writing the revolution
the facts that appear on wikipedia are often the result of protracted
power struggles over how data are created and used how history is
written and by whom and the very definition of facts in a digital age in
writing the revolution ford looks critically at how the wikipedia
article about the 2011 egyptian revolution evolved over the course of a
decade both shaping and being shaped by the revolution as it happened
when data are published in real time they are subject to an intense
battle over their meaning across multiple fronts ford answers key



questions about how wikipedia s so called consensus is arrived at who
has the power to write dominant histories and which knowledges are
actively rejected how these battles play out across the chains of
circulation in which data travel and whether history is now written by
algorithms

Welcome to the Revolution
2008

tome pens a bold honest humorous guide to joining the ever advancing
kingdom of god the work is a guide to the basics to the practical and to
the profound

Revolution and the Revolutionary Ideal
1976

the noblest ideals and aspirations of the peoples of the united states
of america its commitment to freedom constitutionality and equality came
out of the revolutionary era the story is a dramatic one thirteen
insignificant colonies of his britannic majesty king george iii three
thousand miles from the centres of western civilization fought off
british rule to become in fewer than three decades a huge sprawling
rambunctious republic of nearly four million citizens it is also a
complicated and at times ironic story that needs to be explained and
understood not blindly celebrated or condemned how did this great
revolution come about what was its character what were its consequences
these are the questions this short history seeks to answer that it
succeeds in such a profound and enthralling way is a tribute to gordon
wood s mastery of his subject and of the historian s craft

The American Revolution
2003

a major intellectual history of the american revolution and its
influence on later revolutions in europe and the americas the expanding
blaze is a sweeping history of how the american revolution inspired
revolutions throughout europe and the atlantic world in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries jonathan israel one of the world s leading
historians of the enlightenment shows how the radical ideas of american
founders such as paine jefferson franklin madison and monroe set the
pattern for democratic revolutions movements and constitutions in france
britain ireland the netherlands belgium poland greece canada haiti
brazil and spanish america the expanding blaze reminds us that the
american revolution was an astonishingly radical event and that it didn
t end with the transformation and independence of america rather the
revolution continued to reverberate in europe and the americas for the
next three quarters of a century this comprehensive history of the
revolution s international influence traces how american efforts to
implement radical enlightenment ideas including the destruction of the
old regime and the promotion of democratic republicanism self government
and liberty helped drive revolutions abroad as foreign leaders
explicitly followed the american example and espoused american
democratic values the first major new intellectual history of the age of
democratic revolution in decades the expanding blaze returns the



american revolution to its global context

The Expanding Blaze
2019-11-26

using original difficult to gather survey data zeira advances a new
theory of participation in anti regime protest that focuses on the
mobilizing role of state institutions

The Revolution
1987

a panoramic new history of the revolutionary decades between 1760 and
1825 from north america and europe to haiti and spanish america showing
how progress and reaction went hand in hand the revolutions that raged
across europe and the americas over seven decades from 1760 to 1825
created the modern world revolutionaries shattered empires toppled
social hierarchies and birthed a world of republics but old injustices
lingered on and the powerful engines of revolutionary change created new
and insidious forms of inequality in the age of revolutions historian
nathan perl rosenthal offers the first narrative history of this entire
era through a kaleidoscope of lives both familiar and unknown from john
adams toussaint louverture and napoleon to an ambitious french
naturalist and a seditious peruvian nun he retells the revolutionary
epic as a generational story the first revolutionary generation fired by
radical ideas struggled to slip the hierarchical bonds of the old order
their failures molded a second generation more adept at mass organizing
but with an illiberal tint the sweeping political transformations they
accomplished after 1800 etched social and racial inequalities into the
foundations of modern democracy a breathtaking history spanning three
continents the age of revolutions uncovers how the period s grand
political transformations emerged across oceans and slowly and unevenly
over generations

The Revolution Within
2019-10-24

an account of growing up during china s great cultural revolution

The Age of Revolutions
2024-02-20

the electrifying story of the turbulent year when the sixties ended and
america teetered on the edge of revolution named one of the best books
of the year by the st louis post dispatch as the 1960s drew to a close
the united states was coming apart at the seams from august 1969 to
august 1970 the nation witnessed nine thousand protests and eighty four
acts of arson or bombings at schools across the country it was the year
of the my lai massacre investigation the cambodia invasion woodstock and
the moratorium to end the war the american death toll in vietnam was
approaching fifty thousand and the ascendant counterculture was
challenging nearly every aspect of american society witness to the
revolution clara bingham s unique oral history of that tumultuous time



unveils anew that moment when america careened to the brink of a civil
war at home as it fought a long futile war abroad woven together from
one hundred original interviews witness to the revolution provides a
firsthand narrative of that period of upheaval in the words of those
closest to the action the activists organizers radicals and resisters
who manned the barricades of what students for a democratic society
leader tom hayden called the great refusal we meet bill ayers and
bernardine dohrn of the weather underground daniel ellsberg the former
defense department employee who released the pentagon papers feminist
theorist robin morgan actor and activist jane fonda and many others
whose powerful personal stories capture the essence of an era we witness
how the killing of four students at kent state turned a straitlaced
social worker into a hippie how the civil rights movement gave birth to
the women s movement and how opposition to the war in vietnam turned
college students into prisoners veterans into peace marchers and
intellectuals into bombers with lessons that can be applied to our time
witness to the revolution is more than just a record of the death throes
of the age of aquarius today when america is once again enmeshed in
racial turmoil extended wars overseas and distrust of the government the
insights contained in this book are more relevant than ever praise for
witness to the revolution especially for younger generations who didn t
live through it witness to the revolution is a valuable and entertaining
primer on a moment in american history the likes of which we may never
see again bryan burrough the wall street journal a rich tapestry of a
volatile period in american history time a gripping oral history of the
centrifugal social forces tearing america apart at the end of the 60s
this is rousing reportage from the front lines of us history o the oprah
magazine the familiar voices and the unfamiliar ones are woven together
with documents to make this a surprisingly powerful and moving book new
york times book review an enthralling and brilliant chronology of the
period between august 1969 and september 1970 buffalo news bingham
captures the essence of these fourteen months through the words of
movement organizers vets students draft resisters journalists musicians
government agents writers and others this oral history will enable
readers to see that era in a new light and with fresh sympathy for the
motivations of those involved while bingham s is one of many
retrospective looks at that period it is one of the most immediate and
personal booklist

Son of the Revolution
1984-02-12

revolution in the revolution is a brilliant pragmatic assessment of the
situation in latin america in the 1960s first published in 1967 it
became a controversial handbook for guerrilla warfare and revolution
read alongside che s own pamphlets with which it can compete in terms of
historical importance and insight to this day lucid and compelling it
spares no personage no institution and no concept taking on not only
russian and chinese strategies but trotskyism as well the year it was
published debray was convicted of guerrilla activities in bolivia and
sentenced to thirty years in prison he was released in 1970 following an
international campaign which included appeals by jean paul sartre andré
malraux charles de gaulle and pope paul vi



Witness to the Revolution
2016-05-31

violent political upheavals have occurred as long as there have been
political communities but in europe only since the french revolution
have they sought not merely to change the rulers but to transform the
entire social and political system one of a j p taylor s themes in this
generously illustrated book based on his 1978 television lectures is
that revolutions and revolutionaries do not always coincide those who
start them often do so unintentionally while revolutionaries tend to be
most active in periods of counter revolution in his lively and combative
style the author traces the line of development of the revolutionary
tradition from 1789 through chartism the social and national upheavals
of 1848 the revolutionaries without a revolution of the following sixty
years marx engels bakunin and others to the bolshevik seizure of power
in 1917

The Revolution of America. By the Abbé Raynal,
...
1781

the book chronicles the american revolution in the most unusual way not
a record of the events or the political ramifications of those events
but the intellectual response of the revolutionaries has been captured
it is not history in the exact sense of the word it is history in the
making

Revolution in the Revolution?
2017-11-07

revolution is for the children the politics of childhood in havana and
miami 1959 1962

Revolutions and Revolutionaries
1980

this panoramic account of 1776 chronicles the other revolutions
unfolding that year across north america far beyond the british colonies
in this unique history of 1776 claudio saunt looks beyond the familiar
story of the thirteen colonies to explore the many other revolutions
roiling the turbulent american continent in that fateful year the
spanish landed in san francisco the russians pushed into alaska to hunt
valuable sea otters and the sioux discovered the black hills hailed by
critics for challenging our conventional view of the birth of america
west of the revolution coaxes our vision away from the atlantic seaboard
and exposes a continent seething with peoples and purposes beyond
minutemen and redcoats wall street journal

Washington and the Revolution
1940



brilliant and beautiful now this book exists it s hard to know how we
did without it china miéville author of october a cultural and
intellectual balance sheet of the twentieth century s age of revolutions
this book reinterprets the history of nineteenth and twentieth century
revolutions by composing a constellation of dialectical images marx s
locomotives of history alexandra kollontai s sexually liberated bodies
lenin s mummified body auguste blanqui s barricades and red flags the
paris commune s demolition of the vendome column among several others it
connects theories with the existential trajectories of the thinkers who
elaborated them by sketching the diverse profiles of revolutionary
intellectuals from marx and bakunin to luxemburg and the bolsheviks from
mao and ho chi minh to josé carlos mariátegui c l r james and other
rebellious spirits from the south as outcasts and pariahs and finally it
analyzes the entanglement between revolution and communism that so
deeply shaped the history of the twentieth century this book thus merges
ideas and representations by devoting an equal importance to theoretical
and iconographic sources offering for our troubled present a new
intellectual history of the revolutionary past

The Eve of the Revolution
2007-01-03

title page table of contents list of figures acknowledgments list of
abbreviations introduction chapter 1 two decades that shook the world
1956 1974 chapter 2 the first protest cycle 1956 1965 chapter 3 the
marcelo s spring and the opening of a second protest cycle chapter 4
protest cycle or permanent conflict chapter 5 the demise of the new
state conclusions social movements and authoritarianism bibliography
index

The Revolution is for the Children
2014

1989 was one of the great years of revolution in history and it was also
the anniversary of many famous revolutions as the world commemorated the
two hundredth anniversary of the french revolution startling changes
were occuring in an eastern europe whose political map had been drawn in
the aftermath of the second world war the revolutionary consequences of
which could hardly be imagined at its outbreak fifty years before in
1939 although few of us can have expected to see the revolutionary
changes of 1989 in our lifetime it remains to be seen whether history
will judge all of the upheavals in eastern europe as revolutions or
whether some will be categorized in later centuries as revolts coups
failed revolutions or indeed counter revolutions the distinguished
contributors to this volume published in the wolfson college lectures
series enjoy the advantage of historical perespective regarding past
revolutions and counter revolutions their papers present a wide ranging
analysis both of the concepts of revolution and counter revolution and
of particular upheavals of vastly different character

West of the Revolution: An Uncommon History of
1776
2014-06-16



the prague uprising of 1848 was part of the powerful series of
revolutions that shook practically the entire european continent as the
middle classes and urban and rural workers pressed against the rule of
aristocrats and monarchs czech marxist historian josef polisensky
analyzes the general turmoil of revolutionary thought and action in
europe and then focuses on the specific case of the prague uprising by
using previously untouched sources the records of hundreds of noble
houses that came under the control of the czech archival administration
after world war ii polisensky is able to show how those of the old
social establishment fought the participants in the uprising and
temporarily restored the rule of the aristocracy with an excellent sense
for the dramatic and a thorough knowledge of place polisensky tells us
who fought and died on the streets of prague with the conceptual
framework of class conflict and a broad perspective on european events
he proposes reasons for the failure of the prague uprising in contrast
to other successful revolutions aristocrats and the crowd is the last of
polisensky s trilogy of studies on czech society and revolution in the
thirty years war and the european crisis of the seventeenth century and
napoleon and the heart of europe polisensky explored the effects of
other european conflicts on czech society aristocrats and the crowd
describes in his words the revolutionary springtime which eventually
arrived full of twists in bohemia itself frederick snider is assistant
professor of history at the ohio state university josef polisensky is
director of the center for ibero american studies at charles university
prague

Revolution
1985

professor c e black of princeton university called this a valuable
contribution to our understanding of the revolutionary movements that
are now a worldwide phenomenon it includes thoughtful essays on many
varieties of revolution considered in the light both of past
developments and future prospects the twentieth century was an age of
revolution over many areas of the world the two great ideologies of
nationalism and communism spawned violent upheavals often differing in
form but aiming at the transformation of the existing order by means of
coups d etat revolutions and wars of national liberation eleven
distinguished political scientists and policy theorists offer a
penetrating analysis of the theoretical and substantive aspects of
revolution their scholarly lucid and well balanced essays explore the
revolutionary theories and experience of several centuries and apply
them to the most crucial problem of this century carl j friedrich argues
that it is the failure of government which is at the core of the
political revolution and shows that constitutional regimes that have
allowed little revolutions promoting gradual political and social change
have been singularly free of revolutionary upheaval presenting the
thinking of some of the best minds of the 20th century this volume
offers important guideposts for the future study of the etiology of
revolutions here are not mere speculative and historical distillations
but new insights and conclusions regarding the origin purpose and impact
of revolution on the world of today and tomorrow an indispensable work
for every student and scholar of comparative politics international
relations and the history and theory of communism it will also be
welcomed by the statesman and the educated layman who want to probe the
causes of the historical upheavals of our time



Revolution
2024-04-30

following the 2014 ukrainian revolution a child of the ukrainian
diaspora challenges her formative ideologies considers innocence and
complicity and questions the roots of patriotism

The Revolution Before the Revolution
2016

a handful of celebrated photographs show armed female cuban insurgents
alongside their companeros in cuba s remote mountains during the
revolutionary struggle however the story of women s part in the struggle
s success has only now received comprehensive consideration in michelle
chase s history of women and gender politics in revolutionary cuba
restoring to history women s participation in the all important urban
insurrection and resisting fidel castro s triumphant claim that women s
emancipation was handed to them as a revolution within the revolution
chase s work demonstrates that women s activism and leadership was
critical at every stage of the revolutionary process tracing changes in
political attitudes alongside evolving gender ideologies in the years
leading up to the revolution chase describes how insurrectionists
mobilized familiar gendered notions such as masculine honor and maternal
sacrifice in ways that strengthened the coalition against fulgencio
batista but after 1959 the mobilization of women and the societal
transformations that brought more women and young people into the
political process opened the revolutionary platform to increasingly
urgent demands for women s rights in many cases chase shows the
revolutionary government was simply formalizing popular initiatives
already in motion on the ground thanks to women with a more radical
vision of their rights

Revolution and Counter-revolution
1991

in the revolution has come robyn c spencer traces the black panther
party s organizational evolution in oakland california where hundreds of
young people came to political awareness and journeyed to adulthood as
members challenging the belief that the panthers were a projection of
the leadership spencer draws on interviews with rank and file members
fbi files and archival materials to examine the impact the organization
s internal politics and cointelpro s political repression had on its
evolution and dissolution she shows how the panthers members interpreted
implemented and influenced party ideology and programs initiated
dialogues about gender politics highlighted ambiguities in the panthers
armed stance and criticized organizational priorities spencer also
centers gender politics and the experiences of women and their
contributions to the panthers and the black power movement as a whole
providing a panoramic view of the party s organization over its sixteen
year history the revolution has come shows how the black panthers
embodied black power through the party s international activism
interracial alliances commitment to address state violence and desire to
foster self determination in oakland s black communities



Aristocrats and the Crowd in the Revolutionary
Year 1848
2015-07-29

from 1776 when citizen tom paine declared the birthday of a new world is
at hand america was unique in world history a nation suffused with the
spirit of explorers constantly replenished by immigrants and informed by
a continual influx of foreign ideas it was the world s first truly
cosmopolitan civilization in beyond the revolution pulitzer prize
winning historian william h goetzmann tells the story of america s
greatest thinkers and creators from paine and jefferson to melville and
william james showing how they built upon and battled one another s
ideas in the critical years between 1776 and 1900 an unprecedented work
of intellectual history by a master historian this book will be
essential reading for anyone interested in the origins of our national
culture

The Revolution of America
1972

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to
the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world and other
notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a
historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work
is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

Revolution
2017-09-08

situating the french revolution in the context of early modern
globalization for the first time this book offers a new approach to
understanding its international origins and worldwide effects a
distinguished group of contributors shows that the political culture of
the revolution emerged out of a long history of global commerce imperial
competition and the movement of people and ideas in places as far flung
as india egypt guiana and the caribbean this international approach
helps to explain how the revolution fused immense idealism with
territorial ambition and combined the drive for human rights with
various forms of exclusion the essays examine topics including the role
of smuggling and free trade in the origins of the french revolution the
entwined nature of feminism and abolitionism and the influence of the
french revolutionary wars on the shape of american empire the french



revolution in global perspective illuminates the dense connections among
the cultural social and economic aspects of the french revolution
revealing how new political forms at once democratic and imperial
anticolonial and centralizing were generated in and through continual
transnational exchanges and dialogues contributors rafe blaufarb florida
state university ian coller la trobe university denise davidson georgia
state university suzanne desan university of wisconsin madison lynn hunt
university of california los angeles andrew jainchill queen s university
michael kwass the johns hopkins university william max nelson university
of toronto pierre serna université paris i panthéon sorbonne miranda
spieler university of arizona charles walton yale university

On Our Way Home from the Revolution
2019

university press returns with another short and captivating book a brief
history of the american revolution the american revolution is the most
significant event in american history as without it there would not be
the united states of america yet there is perhaps no event in american
history that has been more romanticized mythologized or bastardized the
american revolution has been interpreted by scholars politicians and
internet agitators of all political stripes in ways to justify or vilify
everything from the nation s monetary policy to gun control to foreign
diplomacy in order to fully appreciate the revolution one must
understand what transpired before during and after the first and last
shots were fired this short book provides an abbreviated account of the
dazzling and devastating causes events and effects of the american
revolution a version that you can read in about an hour

Revolution within the Revolution
2015-11-30

from an award winning scholar comes this definitive single volume
history that illuminates the tensions and transformations of the russian
revolution in the russian revolution acclaimed historian sean mcmeekin
traces the events which ended romanov rule ushered the bolsheviks into
power and introduced communism to the world between 1917 and 1922 russia
underwent a complete and irreversible transformation taking advantage of
the collapse of the tsarist regime in the middle of world war i the
bolsheviks staged a hostile takeover of the russian imperial army
promoting mutinies and mass desertions of men in order to fulfill lenin
s program of turning the imperialist war into civil war by the time the
bolsheviks had snuffed out the last resistance five years later over 20
million people had died and the russian economy had collapsed so
completely that communism had to be temporarily abandoned still
bolshevik rule was secure owing to the new regime s monopoly on force
enabled by illicit arms deals signed with capitalist neighbors such as
germany and sweden who sought to benefit politically and economically
from the revolutionary chaos in russia drawing on scores of previously
untapped files from russian archives and a range of other repositories
in europe turkey and the united states mcmeekin delivers exciting
groundbreaking research about this turbulent era the first comprehensive
history of these momentous events in two decades the russian revolution
combines cutting edge scholarship and a fast paced narrative to shed new
light on one of the most significant turning points of the twentieth



century

The Revolution Has Come
2016-11-04

engineering the revolution documents the forging of a new relationship
between technology and politics in revolutionary france and the
inauguration of a distinctively modern form of the technological life
here ken alder rewrites the history of the eighteenth century as the
total history of one particular artifact the gun by offering a novel and
historical account of how material artifacts emerge as the outcome of
political struggle by expanding the political to include conflict over
material objects this volume rethinks the nature of engineering
rationality the origins of mass production the rise of meritocracy and
our interpretation of the enlightenment and the french revolution

Beyond the Revolution
2009-02-24

the french revolution a history in documents explores the rapidly
evolving political culture of the french revolution through first hand
accounts of the revolutionary and counterrevolutionary actors themselves
it demonstrates how radical enlightenment philosophy fused with a
governmental crisis to create a moment of new political possibilities
unlike any the world had previously seen in so doing the french and
their allies generated a template for revolutionary possibility from
which virtually all subsequent political movements liberalism
abolitionism socialism anarchism conservatism feminism and human rights
included derived inspiration as well as providing an invaluable general
introduction vital contextual notes and thematic bibliographies micah
alpaugh selects a fascinating range of pieces drawing on parisian
provincial colonial and even international voices from enlightened
dissent to apologias for terror from declarations of human rights to
accounts of slave rebellions from passionate arguments for
democratization to the authoritarian pronouncements of napoleonic rule
this book presents the french revolution s evolution in all its awesome
complexity in addition to classic texts alpaugh includes many lesser
known sources a number of which are translated into english here for the
first time this unique collection of 13 visual sources and over 90
documents incorporating perspectives from across class gender race and
nationality provides you with insights into the fervent debates
pronouncements and proposals that spawned modern politics

The revolution of America
1781

a trillion dollar industry the us non profit sector is one of the world
s largest economies from art museums and university hospitals to think
tanks and church charities over 1 5 million organizations of staggering
diversity share the tax exempt 501 c 3 designation if little else many
social justice organizations have joined this world often blunting
political goals to satisfy government and foundation mandates but even
as funding shrinks many activists often find it difficult to imagine
movement building outside the non profit model the revolution will not



be funded gathers essays by radical activists educators and non profit
staff from around the globe who critically rethink the long term
consequences of what they call the non profit industrial complex drawing
on their own experiences the contributors track the history of non
profits and provide strategies to transform and work outside them urgent
and visionary the revolution will not be funded presents a biting
critique of the quietly devastating role the non profit industrial
complex plays in managing dissent contributors christine e ahn robert l
allen alisa bierria nicole burrowes communities against rape and abuse
cara william cordery morgan cousins ruth wilson gilmore stephanie
guilloud adjoa florência jones de almeida tiffany lethabo king paul
kivel soniya munshi ewuare osayande amara h pérez project south
institute for the elimination of poverty and genocide dylan rodríguez
paula x rojas ana clarissa rojas durazo sisters in action for power
andrea smith eric tang madonna thunder hawk ije ude craig willse

Washington
2016-05-03

The French Revolution in Global Perspective
2013-03-19

The American Revolution
2020-01-15

The Russian Revolution
2017-05-30

The U.S. and Revolution
1961

Engineering the Revolution
2010-04-15

The French Revolution: A History in Documents
2021-01-14

The Revolution Will Not Be Funded
2017-01-13
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